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a b s t r a c t

Wax deposition during crude oil production, transportation, and processing has been a headache since
the early days of oil utilization. It may lead to low mobility ratios, blockage of production tubing/pipe-
lines as well as fouling of surface and processing facilities, among others. These snags cause massive
financial constraints increasing projects' turnover. Decades of meticulous research have been dedicated
to this problem that is worth a review. Thus, this paper reviews the mechanisms, experimentation,
thermodynamic and kinetic modeling, prediction, and remediation techniques of wax deposition. An
overall assessment suggests that available models are more accurate for single than multi-phase flows
while the kind of remediation and deployment depend on the environment and severity level. In severe
cases, both chemical and mechanical are synergistically deployed. Moreover, future prospective research
areas that require attention are proposed. Generally, this review could be a valuable tool for novice re-
searchers as well as a foundation for further research on this topic.
© 2022 The Authors. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co. Ltd. This
is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/

4.0/).
1. Introduction

Crude oil is a complex multi-component organic mixture con-
sisting mainly of hydrocarbons and a few non-hydrocarbons. The
general composition is categorized into saturates, aromatics, resins,
and asphaltenes (Xiong et al., 2020a, 2020b). Some of the saturate
compounds have high melting points, hence easily solidifying at
low temperatures. They precipitate out of the fluid as the temper-
ature drops to a certain degree - typically below 80 �C - to form
colloids known as wax. The wax forming molecules are mainly
normal and branched alkanes though some naphthenes attached to
long carbon chains are also possible wax forming molecules. The
deposition of wax in the oil and gas industry is both an economic
and operational challenge. These problems occur during produc-
tion, transportation, and storage. Amongst them are blockage of
well tubing and transport pipelines (Fig. 1); reduction of the
drawdown pressure; fouling of surface facilities like separators and
y Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Co
tankers; and increased energy input for pumps.
As energy consumption across the globe continues to increase at

an exponential rate, so are the conventional reserves being expo-
nentially depleted. This phenomenon has propelled the quest to
explore alternative energy sources and led to increased production
from offshore oil reserves in addition to other extreme climatic
environments over the past decade (Bai and Bai, 2018). Production
from these fields sometimes requires transportation of crude oil
over long distances to processing facilities. If proper counter control
measures are not implemented, oil temperaturemay drop to that of
the environment, causing precipitation of wax from the oil. When
this deposition is significantly high, it can cause operational prob-
lems that may dump cold water on the economic prospects of
projects due to the costly remedies required.

In most cases, this problem is inevitable as numerous waxy oil
fields are spread across the globe, yet no single universal solution
exists (Batsberg et al., 1991; Del Carmen Garcia, 2001; Ding et al.,
2006; Rønningsen, 2012; Pedersen et al., 1991; Suppiah et al.,
2010). Most companies adapt pigging as the most preferred
remediation technology. However, it should be noted that this
technology is also associated with some shortcomings like an
mmunications Co. Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
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Fig. 1. Cross-section cut through a pipe plugged with wax. Adapted with permission
from Singh et al. (2000). Copyright © 2000 American Institute of Chemical Engineers
(AIChE).
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interruption of production operations. Moreover, its frequency also
adds extra costs (like single pigging power, electric and thermal
costs) to the overall production budget (Niesen, 2002; Xie et al.,
2018).

1.1. Structure

As earlier mentioned, wax is mainly composed of normal and
slightly branched alkanes but also can include naphthenes with
long alkane chains that precipitate during the wax formation pro-
cess (Fig. 2).

1.2. Chemical composition

According to Bishop et al.'s experimental investigation of high
molecular weight hydrocarbons, it was revealed that wax forming
alkanes were mainly light compounds with relatively low carbon
numbers (C20eC50). In contrast, those heavier than C50 are scarce in
solid wax (Philp et al., 1995). This was attributed to the concen-
tration pattern of alkanes/paraffins, that is to say, normal alkanes
and slightly branched iso-paraffins that exist in considerable
amounts within the lighter C7þ fractions. The degree of branching
in heavier fractions is more pronounced; thus, molecules are less
likely to enter into a solid structure. Alkane components with little
or no branching are found in high concentrations within the lighter
C7þ fractions, but due to their low melting points, the amount in
Fig. 2. Waxy forming
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solid wax is limited by the temperature constraint. Therefore, the
solid wax phase predominantly comprises C20eC50 alkanes.

2. Wax deposition

2.1. Wax formation

As oil temperatures drop to a certain degree, the wax may start
to deposit as a solid layer inside the pipeline. If not mitigated, the
layer builds up with continued transport and eventually plugs the
pipeline. Albeit not all formed wax deposits on the wall, some
crystals remain suspended as solid particles in the liquid phase
(Fig. 3). This process is mainly dependent on temperature and
composition factors. When the crude oil temperature drops to the
wax appearance temperature (WAT), paraffin molecules in the oil
start to precipitate out of the fluid liquid phase forming minute
crystalline solids. If conditions prevail, further temperature drops
cause the solids to aggregate, thus creating a gel-like matrix
composed of trapped oil and wax particles that later deposits on
the walls of the pipe, Fig. 3(b).

Although studies have shown that wax deposition is mainly
dependent on temperature and oil composition, this has not
restricted research on other factors like flow regimes and flow
velocities (Quan et al., 2020; Taheri-Shakib et al., 2020; Zhou et al.,
2020).

2.2. Precipitation mechanism

Initially, Brownian motion, molecular diffusion, shear disper-
sion, and gravity were attributed to be the causative mechanisms
behind the wax formation, but as years have gone by, some of these
mechanisms have been refuted. Moreover, new ones like nucle-
ation, shear stripping, and aging have been added to the list (Haj-
Shafiei et al., 2019; Hoffmann et al., 2012).

2.2.1. Brownian motion, shear dispersion, and gravity
Some research works have cast shadows on the validity of these

mechanisms for various reasons. Brownian motion - haphazard
motion of tiny particles-was proposed to deposit wax molecules at
the center of the pipes (Burger et al., 1981). It has been argued that
because of the low temperature at the walls of the line compared to
the system temperature, it's not realistic to suggest that the
mechanism is the cause for deposition on the walls (Singh et al.,
2000).

Moreover, gravity effects attributed to differences in oil and wax
particle densities result in the settlement of wax particles due to
gravitation force. This mechanism may be viable in horizontal
alkane species.



Fig. 3. Microscopic view of wax crystallization in oil using commercial wax (high power magnification �40) (a) Blank oil sample; (b) Oil mixed with 2 wt% commercial wax.
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pipelines, but the concept is less probable in vertical tubes/pipes
(Burger et al., 1981; Mansourpoor et al., 2019a,b).

Shear dispersion is due to the existence of velocity gradients
during oil flow (Hsu et al., 1994). It is conferred that because the
particles' velocity decreases towards the wall while at maximum
velocity towards the center of the flow, a velocity gradient exists
that leads to wax deposition onto the pipe walls. However, while
this mechanism seems convincing when considering laminar flows,
it fails to account for deposition in more dynamic conditions such
as turbulent flow, which tend to remove particles from the sta-
tionary state to the bulk fluid (Bird, 2002; Lee et al., 2020; Saffman,
1965). The mechanism has been generally neglected in several
depositional models (Hernandez et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2011a,b;
Semenov, 2012; Singh et al., 2000).
2.2.2. Molecular diffusion
Molecular diffusion, illustrated in Fig. 4, explains the deposition

of wax molecules from high concentration regions (center of the
tube) to low concentration regions due to a temperature gradient
that exists as the oil temperature drops to and below the wax
appearance temperature (Burger et al., 1981; Hoffmann et al., 2012;
Matzain, 1996; Singh et al., 2000). Presently, this mechanism has
gained consensus among the scientific community as the primary
drive mechanism behind wax deposition (Alnaimat and Ziauddin,
2020; Huang et al., 2011a,b; Wang et al., 2013, 2018; P. Wang
et al., 2013). Generally, Fick's law of diffusion has been used to
incorporate this mechanism into depositional models.
Fig. 4. Illustration of wax molecular d
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2.2.3. Nucleation/emulsified nucleation
This mechanism has attracted attention given that during oil

production. Emulsions are formed due to a multitude of reasons,
such as pump actions, among others. Under low-temperature
conditions, emulsified particles coalesce, forming a deposition
surface for wax molecules. The wax formation is initiated by the
formation of very minute solid particles and is followed by the
continuous growth of particles as molecules are progressively
added. In the course of this process, the minute crystals are
adsorbed onto the dispersed phase, followed by agglomeration that
forms a network of wax crystals as temperature continuously drops
below the WAT. This structural network locks oil in its matrix,
rendering it immovable, forming a gel (gelation) (Hoffmann et al.,
2012). Consequently, this gel-like solid deposits onto the walls.
2.2.4. Aging
Wax molecules on the wax deposit's surface infuse into the

deeper sections of the deposit, reinforcing its mechanical proper-
ties like thickness and hardness (Hernandez et al., 2003; Huang
et al., 2011a,b; Matzain, 1996). The mechanism is dependent on
temperature dissipations and varies in different crude composi-
tions. It is valid to suggest that shear stripping and this mechanism
supplement each other. The effused oil molecules are stripped away
while the wax fills the space left behind.
2.2.5. Shear stripping
As discussed earlier, some oil is locked in the pores of the ma-

trix; this mechanism mainly contributes to hardening the deposit
by stripping away the oil molecules with flow energywhile thewax
iffusion theory for its deposition.
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molecules migrate to fill the spaces in thematrix (Quan et al., 2019).
Research on these mechanisms has significantly contributed to

the advancements in predictive models, as discussed in the
following sections.

3. Wax prediction

Prediction of wax deposition requires both thermodynamic and
deposition modeling. In this section, a review of progress on these
topics is provided.

3.1. Thermodynamic modeling

Wax formation is an exothermic process involving creating a
solid ordinate structure from a thermodynamically unstable phase
system. Lashkarbolooki et al. noted that the presence of an excess
chemical potential for a solute in comparison to its equilibrium
might lead to the formation of wax crystals (Lashkarbolooki et al.,
2010, 2011).

Thermodynamic modeling predicts the onset of wax deposition
and amount at various temperatureepressure conditions through
phase equilibria when the oil is accurately characterized. Predictive
models have been postulated by tracking changes in the distribu-
tion of crude components with respect to temperature and pres-
sure (Bagherinia et al., 2016, 2019; Benamara et al., 2019).

Thermodynamically, wax crystals exist in a three-phase equi-
librium system at an equilibrium state, as illustrated in Fig. 5. This
state qualifies this kind of system as a multi-component system.
Therefore, equilibrium calculations for such systems require a
thorough comprehension of the states' fugacities (fugacity co-
efficients) for each component in the system (Chueh and Prausnitz,
1967; Pedersen et al., 1984, 1991; Won, 1986). These are essential
because they aremeasurable quantities that are related to the Gibbs
free energy of the individual components (Elliott and Lira, 1999;
Smith et al., 1996). At equilibrium, the fugacities of individual
components should be equal, as shown in Fig. 5 and given by Eq.
(1).

f vi ¼ f li ¼ f si (1)

where f vi ; f
l
i and f si are the fugacities for the vapor, liquid, and solid-

phase components.
Over the past decades, several scholars have attempted tomodel
Fig. 5. Illustration of equilibrium state for a wax system (Leontaritis, 1996).
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the precipitation of wax in crude oils based on its thermodynamic
state. Among the most recognized in the industry are: Won's
method (1986, 1989), Pedersen (1995), Rønningsen et al. (1997),
Lira et al. (1996), Pan et al. (1997) and the Coutinho model, among
others.

Accordingly, the vapor-liquid fugacities are calculated using the
cubic equations of state (EOS) in the earlier models. For instance, in
the Pedersen model, the Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of state
(SRK) (Eq. (2)) was used (Lin et al., 2006; Pedersen, 1995; Pedersen
et al., 1984; Sandarusi et al., 1986; Soave, 1972), whereas the Lira
et al. model uses the Peng Robinson equation of state (PR-EOS)
shown in Eq. (3) (Lira et al., 1996; Peng and Robinson, 1976).

P¼ RT
V � b

� aðTÞ
VðV þ bÞ (2)

P¼ RT
V � b

� aðTÞ
VðV þ bÞ þ bðV � bÞ (3)

The temperature-dependent term aðTÞ and volume-dependent
term b of the mixture are obtained with mixing rules. Different
mixing rules have been suggested over the years, and in the case of
the Lira et al. model, the Chueh and Prausnitz (1967) rules were
used.

While the liquid-gas phase fugacities can be determined using
the equations of state, this is not the case with the solids. In solid-
state, activity coefficient models are used.

In 1986, Won used a modified regular solution model to deter-
mine the activities of liquid-solid components that were calculated
using solubility parameters (Eqs. (4) and (5)) and used the SRK-EOS
for gas-liquid phases (Won, 1986).

dli ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DHvap

i � RT

V l
i

vuut (4)

dsi ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DHvap

i � DHf
i � RT

Vs
i

vuut (5)

where dli and dsi represent the solubility parameters, DHvap
i , DHf

i are

vaporization and fusion enthalpies and V l
i , V

s
i are volume fractions.

Won proposed the use of correlations to determine the DHvap
i , DHf

i ,

V l
i , and Vs

i parameters.
Initially, this model neglected the change in heat capacities of

the phases and their overall impact on the fugacities of the solid/
liquid pure components. It also did not account for pressure
dependence as well as the gas phase.

Later, Hansen et al. conducted a research study on seventeen oil
mixtures. They used the Flory-Huggins polymer-solution theory
(Flory, 1953) to account for the non-idealities in the liquid phase
while maintaining the activity of the solid phase to a constant of 1
(Hansen et al., 1988). It was observed that Won's 1986 wax model
was not efficient in determining wax appearance temperature and
amounts. Won revised his 1986 model to include the effect of heat
capacities ðDCPÞ, on the equilibrium constant and used a more
rigorous regular solution model to determine the activity co-
efficients. Instead of using solubility parameters, fugacity and
composition relations for every phase were introduced. It was
assumed that the difference in partial volume was significantly
small and that the heavy hydrocarbon components were in a pure
solid phase (Won, 1989). Using the relationship between fugacities
of a component in pure solid and pure liquid at a given pressure (P),
together with the fugacity of the same component in the



Fig. 6. Wax precipitation curves as determined using the UNIQUAC andWilson activity
models Adapted with permission from Coutinho et al. (2006). Copyright © 2006,
American Chemical Society.
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homogeneous wax phase, Won developed an expression to deter-
mine the component's fugacity in the solid phase Eq. (6).

f osi ðPÞ¼ f oli ðPÞexp
"
� DHf

i
RT

 
1� T

Tfi

!
þDCPi

R

 
1� T fi

T
þ In

T fi
T

!#

(6)

where f oli ; f osi are liquid and solid fugacities respectively; DHf
i is the

change in fusion enthalpy; DCPi
is the change in heat capacities; T fi

is fusion temperature and R is ideal gas constant. The determined
activities were in the range of 0.7e1.0, but it was later found that
the model was more limited to the liquid and solid phases, mini-
mizing the contribution of the gas phase (Hansen et al., 1988;
Pedersen, 1995; Pedersen et al., 1991). Later, it was also determined
that there was no relation between the liquid and solid phase ac-
tivities as earlier thought (Meray et al., 1993). In 1991, Pedersen
et al. discovered that both the Hansen et al. and the Won models
gave higher WAT and overestimated the amount of wax deposited.
(Pedersen et al., 1991)

Consequently, the Pedersen model (Pedersen, 1995), later
modified by Rønningsen et al. (1997), used the regular solution
expression and incorporated modified fusion enthalpies for the
pseudo components into the Wonwax model. The model also used
two adjustable parameters for change in heat capacity, and C7þ split
pseudo components. These models provided better cloud point
estimates and Pedersen suggested the use of higher fugacities for
some pseudo components to avoid overestimation of wax amount
(Pedersen, 1995). The model used the SRK equation of state for the
vapor-liquid phases and the ideal solid solution theory for the wax/
solid phase. It was proposed that only the C7þ components can form
wax, and similarly, only a tiny fraction of these components
contribute to wax formation. The mole fraction distribution of the
C7þ wax forming components can be determined as per Eq. (7).

zsi ¼ ztoti

"
1�ðAþBMiÞ

 
ri � rPi
rPi

!c#
(7)

where ztoti is the total mole fraction for carbon fraction i. A, B, C are

empirical constants and rPi is the density of normal paraffins with
same mole weight as fraction, i.

Furthermore, the model was based on the assumption that in-
fluence due to change in heat capacities of the solid and liquid
phases wasminimal and could be neglected in the determination of
fugacities of the components in the wax phase, as shown in Eq. (8)
(Pedersen, 1995; Rønningsen et al., 1997).

f sl ¼ xsi4
ol
i ðPÞexp

2
4� DHf

i
RT

 
1� T

T fi

!
þ
DVi

�
P � Pref

�
RT

3
5 (8)

The fugacity, f oli , of pure component, i, in liquid was calculated

using the SRK EOS and is equivalent to xsi∅
ol
i ðPÞ term in the equation

above. DVi was presumed at 10% of the hydrocarbon molar volume
in the liquid phase.

Lira et al. (1996) developed a multi-solid wax thermodynamic
model based on thermal stability analysis and demonstrated the
effect of heat capacity difference on equilibrium determination
among others. They determined solidified phases (pseudo com-
ponents) using the stability test criterion (Elliott and Lira, 1999)
whilst using an equation of state (Peng-Robinson) and activity
model for liquid-vapor and solid-liquid phases, respectively. Ac-
cording to the model results, it was shown that, on average, the
precipitated wax was mainly composed of paraffins with carbon
2347
numbers greater than 25. As suggested in earlier models, the model
required no adjusted parameters for mixtures.

Pan et al., in 1997 were able to distinctively divide each petro-
leum cut into cycloalkanes and the aromatics (Pan et al., 1997). They
assigned properties to these cuts, including those with molecular
weights greater than 300 using correlations by Lira et al. (1996) and
Lee-Kesler (Lee and Kesler,1975). Their work laid the foundation for
more rigorous thermodynamic modeling.

Subsequently, the Coutinho model took the wax thermody-
namic modeling a step further. The postulated model takes into
account the impact of entropy due to differences in molecular size
and volume effects (Coutinho, 1998; Coutinho and Daridon, 2001;
Coutinho et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2016). This was made possible by
modeling the liquid state non-idealities using the Flory free volume
theory (Coutinho, 1998). The model as well provided flexibility and
meticulous handling of the solid phase non-idealities whereby both
the Wilson model and Universal Quasichemical (UNIQAC) activity
coefficient models can be used (Do Carmo et al., 2018). In a 2006
research study, Coutinho et al. (2006) evaluated the results of this
model on predicting wax amount whilst using both the activity
models and concluded that the results were close to experimental
data from the Differential scanning calorimetry and Microscopy
(Fig. 6).

Based on experimental data and model results from Pan et al.
(1997) study, Dalirsefat and Feyzi (2007) developed a model that
only considered the C15þ hydrocarbons as wax-forming molecules.
Their model eliminated contribution from the lighter components.
Likewise, the solution theory was used for the solid-liquid system
and a modified Peng Robinson EOS for the liquid gas system. They
correlated the heat capacity change ðDCPi

Þ using the Pedersen et al.
correlations and melting points using the Lira et al. relations.

Over the years, the models have been upgraded to incorporate
both the UNIQUAC and Functional Group activity coefficients
models to handle non-idealities in the liquid phase. Themodels can
be used to cater for possible secondary phase transitions during
wax formation. This rigorous modeling has to some extent, pro-
vided quite accepted results. Noticeably, most models use the SRK
or the PR cubic equations of state to handle non-idealities in a
liquid-vapor system. Since its debut in 2001, the Perturbed-Chain
Statistical Associating Fluid theory (PC-SAFT) equation of state
(Gross and Sadowski, 2001, 2002) has been used to characterize
fluid systems, including heavy hydrocarbon systems (Diamantonis
et al., 2013; Gonzalez et al., 2005). Per the model results, PC-SAFT
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improved the understanding of wax precipitation in crude oil. An
example is the works by Bagherinia et al. (2016), Meighani et al.
(2018), and Shahsenov et al. (2021) in which the fluid system was
handled using the PC-SAFT, whereas the solid-liquid non-idealities
were handled using the UNIQUAC activity model.

In most wax thermodynamic modeling studies, it has been
observed that the results are quite satisfactory in regards to their
respective experiment data. This scenario leaves more to re-
searchers to find the best way to meticulously model and handle
the wax non-idealities in solution depending on a particular crude
oil. Pauly et al. performed a comparative analysis of the Coutinho,
Won, and the Pedersenmodel (Pauly et al., 1998). It is observed that
the Coutinho model results fit well the experimental data hence
suitable for wax determination compared to other models. Fig. 7.

In the past half-decade, researchers have made several modifi-
cations and innovations to the pre-existing thermodynamic models
to improve WAT and Wax precipitation curve (WPC) predictions in
recent years. Yang et al. (2016) proposed using Flory free-volume
and regular solution models to account for enthalpy, entropy, and
energy interactions in the Liquid phase while adopting the use of
Wilson EOS and a modified regular solution model to cater for the
solid phase. The models reflected improved prediction in WPC and
WAT per the study's experimental results. In a study published in
2018, scientists Kazmierczak et al. conducted a comprehensive
analysis of the thermophysical correlations used during modeling.
It was found that the thermodynamic models strongly depend on
the thermal physical properties of the n-paraffins (Kazmierczak
et al., 2018). Thus, suggested two wax prediction approaches: the
multi-solid phase model and the solid solution model. The as-
sumptions made are that each solid phase in the multi-solid model
consists of a pure component while only one solid is formed in the
solid solution model.

Mansourpoor et al. (2019) suggested a multi-solid model for
WAT prediction. In their model, PNA (naphthenic-aromatic) anal-
ysis and two correlations for the PNA species are introduced in the
legacy models. Besides, in a closely related study, the researchers
attempted to use artificial neural networks (ANN) and new
empirical correlations to correct for inconsistencies in legacy
models using pressure, molecular weight, and specific gravity as
inputs for neural networks.

Bagherinia et al. (2019) proposed prediction based on using PC-
SAFT in a multi-solid framework to improve wax prediction using
Fig. 7. Graph of wax precipitation curves determined using different models and
compared to experimental data. Adapted with permission from Pauly et al. (1998).
Copyright © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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their earlier model that was anchored on using the UNIQUAC ac-
tivity model for solids and a PC-SAFT EOS for the solid-solution
state. Per the research results, their modified model produced
better accuracy than the earlier model.

In research by Heidariyan et al. (2019), a modified predictive
thermodynamic model is proposed that couples the multi-solid
model with PC-SAFT and Peng Robison equations of state. The
model accounts for pressure effects on the total system. At pres-
sures above the bubble point, the solid-liquid equilibrium calcula-
tions are done, while at lower pressures, the ternary phase
equilibria calculations are done to predict the WAT. Thus, the re-
searchers could lower the discrepancies in estimations close to the
bubble point conditions. Xue et al. (2019) postulated a general
thermodynamic model that predicts wax and asphaltene precipi-
tation, catering for up to four phases in the system. In the study, a
simplified-PC-SAFT EOS (sPC-SAFT) is suggested for wax/asphal-
tenes mixtures, while the UNIQUAC model for non-idealities in the
predominant wax phase. Besides, a modified correlation is used to
predict the BIPs using measured binary solid solubilities for the
C12þ n-alkane mixtures.

Furthermore, Wang and Chen (2020) postulated an explicit co-
crystal model predicting wax formation at low pressures. The
model uses a simplified Flory-Huggins EOS to cater for non-
idealities in the liquid phase. The study contemplates an explicit
co-crystallization of n-paraffins dependent on the variations in
carbon number for wax forming species. The co-crystallization
process forms perfect multi-component molecular crystals with
compatible structures and sizes hence the hypothesis that co-
crystallization is ideal at a molecular level. However, it is noted
that the model only inputs properties of pure components which
may limit its broad application.

Asbaghi and Assareh (2021) suggested a thermodynamic model
based on sequential equilibrium calculation steps using a multi-
solid framework. Moreover, Asbaghi et al. (2021) proposed
improving wax prediction using PC-SAFT by modifying the binary
interaction parameters (BIPs) used for the non-wax forming spe-
cies. In the model, PC-SAFT EOS is used for the liquid state. The BIPs
and variations in heat capacities for the liquid-solid state are
modified to minimize deviations caused by averaging hydrocar-
bons' properties.

Most recently, Sulaimon and Falade (2022) have proposed two
new multi-component thermodynamic models: two-phase and
three-phase models. The two-phase model uses a three-parameter
gamma distribution function, while the three-phase model is based
on the regular solution and the legacy equation of states. The alpha,
beta, and eta parameters of the gamma function are used to classify
hydrocarbon mixtures into waxy/asphaltenic oils, condensate/light
oils, and biodegraded oils. Besides, they developed new correla-
tions for the thermophysical properties characterizing the hydro-
carbon species. According to the published data, while the models
satisfactorily predict WAT for waxy/asphaltenic oils and conden-
sate/light oils, they overestimated the point in biodegraded oils.

3.2. Deposition models

Wax deposition models, also known as kinetic models, have
undergone variousmodifications to attainmore accuracy. Modeling
is mainly centered on the use of the depositional mechanisms, and
in some models, parameters are fitted with experimental data.
Generally, the amount of wax deposited in the pipe is a function of
temperature and time (Alnaimat and Ziauddin, 2020; Singh et al.,
2000). As the temperature decreases, the paraffin concentration
in the solution state decreases and increases in the solid-state.
Sarica and Panacharoensawad (2012) did extensive reporting on
deposition in multi-phase flows models. In this section, a
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discussion is presented on models that have been used to model
depositions under all types of flow conditions (Single, binary, and
multi-phase flows).

3.2.1. Single-phase flow
There are quite several single-phase flow models that various

research teams have suggested. Similar to thermodynamic
modeling, deposition rate modeling as well dates back to the
1980s'. Among the earliest models are the Burger et al. (1981),
Hamouda and Ravneøy (1992), and Hsu et al. (1994) models in that
order. In the Burger mathematical model, modeling was based on
molecular diffusion and dispersion mechanisms. The model ne-
glects the other mechanisms. The Hamouda model is an improve-
ment of the Burger model that includes the aging and stripping
mechanisms though it falls short of accounting for deposition in
various regime flows.

In the Hsu et al. model, modeling included the molecular
diffusion and dispersion effects to predict the deposition rate. Un-
like earlier models, the researchers performed calculations at
conditions similar to pipe flow velocity and flow regime. However,
it is complicated because it is difficult to harmonize the flow re-
gimes at these standards since they will vary with the dimensions
of flow even when the velocities are matched.

3.2.1.1. Singh et al. model. In this model, it was recognized that
aging and stripping have a significant impact on thewax deposition
rate and could not be neglected in the modeling process. Accord-
ingly, the conservation of mass is based on the assumption that the
rate of change of wax in the deposit is equivalent to the radial
convective flux of wax molecules with the exclusion of those in the
oil. Singh et al. (2000) incorporated the diffusion effect into the gel.
Thus, the deposit growth, Jg, was given as per Eq. (9) and later was
also adopted by Hernandez et al. (2003).

Jg¼ Jc� Jd� Js (9)

where, Jd, Jc and Js refer to the mass flux diffused into the deposit
(kg/m2s), mass flux from bulk to surface (kg/m2s), mass flux (kg/
m2s) sheared from the deposit respectively. These are corre-
spondingly given as:

Jd¼ � De
dCe
dT

dT
dr

����
r¼rw

(10)

Jc¼KmðCwb �CwiÞ (11)

Jg¼ Jc½1�4ðFwÞ� � Js: (12)

where De is effective diffusivity, km is the convective mass transfer
coefficient (kg/m2s), Ce is the equilibrium concentration at tem-
perature, T, while Cwb is wax concentration in the fluid, and Cwi is
the wax concentration at the fluid-deposit interface. Fw is wax
fraction in the deposit.

3.2.1.2. Hernandez et al. model. The calculation for total wax
accumulated in deposit was summarized in the expression:
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Numerically this is expressed as per Eq. (13) (Hernandez et al.,
2003).

d
dt

h
p
�
r2i � r2w

�
Lr
i
¼2prwJg

Fw
L (13)

where L is the length of pipe, ri is the inner radius, rw is radius with
wax deposit, r is the fluid density, t is time and Jg is the net mass
flux directed towards deposit growth (kg/m2s). Fw is the fraction of
wax in the deposit, while d refers to the thickness of the wax
deposit.

The convection mass transfer to the interface term, Jc, used is
similar to those used in the earlier models following the Tulsa
university model (Matzain, 1996). In both the Singh et al. (2000)
and Hernandez et al. (2003) models, the impact due to solidifica-
tion is catered for in the effective diffusivity (De), which in itself is a
function of porosity for wax structure. In both studies the Cussler
et al. (1988) expression for diffusivity in a porous flaky media was
used, Eq. (14).

De¼ Dwo
1þ a2F2w

.
ð1� FwÞ

(14)

Dwo is the molecular diffusivity of wax in oil (m2/s), a is aspect ratio
of the wax crystals, Fw refers to the weight fraction of solid wax in
the gel.

After simplification and numerically solving equations, Eq. (15)
is obtained, and it represents the mass balance.

dd
dt

¼ Jc½1� 4ðFwÞ� � Js
rFw

(15)

Finally, Hernandez et al. suggest an overall model for wax bal-
ance in the deposit in Eq. (16)

dFw
dt

¼ ½Jc4ðFwÞ�2ðri � dÞ
rdð2ri � dÞ (16)

3.2.1.3. Huang et al. model. The team observed that not all wax
crystals would deposit on the pipe wall. Based on this assumption,
together with Fick's diffusion law, they developed a less complex
prediction model with relatively satisfactory results compared to
its earlier peers. The numerical model is as per Eq. (17).

W ¼ ktmw
1
m

�
dC
dT

��
dT
dr

�nþ1

(17)

where tw is the shear stress (Pa), dC
dT ,

dT
dr are changes in wax volume

with respect to temperature and radial temperature change
respectively, m, k, and n are constants obtained through
experimentation.

3.2.2. Binary phase flow
Unlike single-phase models, mathematical modeling in the bi-

nary and multi-phase flow is complex. Still, in recent years, a few
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scholarly teams havemade significant strides in this area, especially
binary phase flow. This section reviews deposition rate modeling in
the gas-oil and water-oil phase flows.

3.2.2.1. Gas-Oil phase flow. The majority of the research studies on
this phase flow have concluded that gas in oil lowers the wax
depositional rate (Zougari, 2010) yet is still affected by flow re-
gimes. In vertical flow, the deposit is thicker in laminar when
compared to transitional and turbulent flows (Matzain et al., 2001;
Sarica and Panacharoensawad, 2012). In contrast, slug flow tends to
deposit wax along the entire pipe section.

Numerical modeling for depositional rate in the gas-oil phase
flow is entirely based on Fick's law of diffusion. Recent research
works were conducted byMatzain et al., 2001, 2002 and Duan et al.
(2017).

The Matzain et al. gas-oil depositional model considers both
shearing and oil locked in the deposited matrix (Apte et al., 2001;
Matzain et al., 2001, 2002). Based on these mechanisms, the model
somewhat predicts wax deposition rate as per Eq. (18).

dd
dt

¼
Q

1
1þQ2

DOW

�
dCW
dT

dT
dr

�
(18)

The derivatives dCw
dT , dTdr represent changes in wax concentration

with respect to radial temperature and temperature with respect to
the internal radius of the pipe, respectively. The terms P1, P2 are
empirical correlations for porosity and shear dispersion effects,
respectively (Leporini et al., 2019; Wilke and Chang, 1955). The
porosity correlation reflects the wax deposition caused by the oil
displaced in the wax deposition layer, whereasP2 accounts for wax
molecules removed from the deposited layer.

However, follow-up research studies have shown that themodel
requires improvement due to less accuracy in slug and stratified
flow regimes (Apte et al., 2001; Matzain et al., 2001, 2002).

The Duan et al. (2017) model is a much more recent model that
fairly predicts deposition inmostly stratified flows. The calculations
are based on the assumption that the flow in the pipe is fully
developed, and simplification of the mathematical expressions
yields Eq. (19).

dd
dt

¼ �

�
DOW

vC
vr

��
ri
� De

vC
vr

��
rþi

�
rdepFW

(19)

where dd=dt is the rate of deposition, rdep is deposit density (kg/
m3), r is the inner radius of pipe (m), Dow and De are the wax dif-
fusivities in oil and the effective diffusivity, respectively. Fw is the
wax fraction in the deposit (wt %), and C is the wax concentration
(kg/m3).

3.2.2.2. Oil-water flows. In oil production, oil formation in water
emulsions is almost unavoidable for various reasons like shear
flows due to pumping actions. As earlier discussed, dispersed
phases significantly impact the wax formation process (Bazooyar
et al., 2020; Guo and Li, 2017). Depending on various factors like
flow regimes, wetting characteristics, and the amount of the indi-
vidual phases, this binary flow system contributes to wax de-
positions. In dynamic conditions, Zhang et al. (2010) observed that
the deposition rate is unaffected by the volume of the individual
phases. While in a study by Wang et al. (2018), it was discovered
that in static conditions, the water content has an impact on the
amount of heat dissipated from the system, which in turn affects
the diffusion mechanism.

However, it is to be noted that perhaps this effect is correlated
with the decrease in the temperature difference rather than the
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water content.
Wet surfaces significantly lower wax deposition on pipe walls

(Couto et al., 2008), but the effect depends on the contact area in
laminar and turbulent flow regimes. In laminar regimes, deposition
occurs when the oil phase makes contact with the wall surface but
in turbulent flow only when the phase is directly contacted (Couto
et al., 2008). These effects are also related to the composition of the
oil. They varywith different oils; thus, several research studies need
to be conducted before a general conclusion can be made.

Numerical and mathematical models for this phase flow include
but are not limited to Couto et al. (2008), Bruno et al. (2008), Zhou
et al. (2016), and Zheng et al. (2017) models. These models are
mainly improvements of earlier suggested single-phase models.

3.2.3. Multi-phase flow
The Couto et al. model is mainly suited for static conditions and

utilizes the single-phase mathematical model parameters to pre-
dict wax deposition rate. It was designed based on the University of
Tulsa single-phase model (Matzain, 1996). The physical properties
and solubility of the system are expressed as functions of the water
fraction. The physical properties include viscosity, heat capacity,
density, and molecular weight, which are obtained using equations
(20) through (23). Brinkman's correlation was used for the calcu-
lation of viscosity, whereas the thermal conductivities for deposi-
tion and emulsion were calculated using the Maxwell correlations,
Eq. (24) (Bruno et al., 2008; Couto et al., 2008; Jaeger and Carslaw,
1959).

msol ¼mcontð1� 4intÞ�2:5 (20)

Cpmix ¼woCpo þwwCpw (21)

rmix¼ foro þ fwrw (22)

Mmix ¼ xoMo þ xwMw (23)

where msol, mcont represent viscosities of emulsion and the contin-
uous phase while the Fint term is volume fraction for internal
phase. Cpmix, Cpo, and Cpw are respectively the mixture, oil, and
water heat capacities. wo, ww are oil and water weight fractions in
that order. rmix, ro and rw are the mixture, oil, and water densities,
whereas fo, fw are volume fractions for oil and water. The terms
Mmix,Mo,Mw are molecular weights for the mixture, oil, and water,
whereas xo, xw are molar fractions for water and oil, respectively.

Kdep ¼
2Kw þ Kmix þ ðKw � KmixÞFw
2Kw þ Kmix � 2ðKw � KmixÞFw

(24)

The Kmix is given by the following equation,

Kmix ¼Ko

8>><
>>:1þ

0
BB@ 3Fc
Kw þ 2Ko=Kw � Ko

� Fc

1
CCA
9>>=
>>; (25)

The terms Kmix, Kdep, Ko , Kw refer to the thermal conductivities
(W/(mK)) measured in oil, water, water-oil mixture, and deposit
phases, respectively. Fc represents the amount of water in the
emulsion, whereas Fw is the fraction of water in the deposit.

The Bruno et al. (2008) model improves the Couto et al. (2008)
model. The viscosity correlation in the Couto model is substituted
with the Richardson correlation due to its high performance at high
water cuts. The team developed a correlation for trapped water
given in Eq. (26) and proposed using a modified equation (Eq. (27))
to determine the diffusion coefficient, given that diffusion is limited
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at higher water cuts.

fw;dep ¼0:0283e2:4184fw;bulk (26)

Do=w ¼Dw=o

�
1� fw;bulk

�
(27)

where fw;dep; fw;bulk are respectively fractions of water, wax deposit,
and oil/water mixture. Do=w is the diffusion coefficient of the oil-in-
water emulsion (m2/s) and Dw=o is water in oil diffusion coefficient
(m2/s).

Similar to most models, this model also fails to incorporate the
effects of different flow regimes in predicting wax deposition.

Zhou et al. (2016) suggested a numerical model for calculating
deposition rate suited for mainly laminar flows, Eq. (28). However,
because this model is tailored for laminar flows, prediction in
variant flow regimes is less accurate.

dd
dt

¼ roil
rdep

8><
>:
DOW

dCwax
dT

dT
dr

F 0w
þ kðC � CintÞ
F 0wð1� 4wmÞ exp

�
Tpp
Tint

�
f

9>=
>; (28)

where roil, rdep are oil and deposit densities (kg/m3), Dwo is the
molecular diffusivity in oil (m2/s). Cwax and Cint refer to wax solu-
bilities in bulk oil and oil at the deposition interface, T is the tem-
perature (K), F’w is the wax amount after dehydration (%), k is
gelling adhesion coefficient (m/s), ∅wm refers to the mass water
mass cut in the emulsion deposit (%), Tpp is pour point (�C), Tint is
the temperature at the flow interface (�C), and f is shear stress.

In addition to the Matzain et al. model, other models are mostly
incorporated into commercial simulation software (Leporini et al.,
2019). The models relatively simulate wax deposition scenarios in
pipelines to a reasonable degree. Notable ones include Rygg, Rydahl
and Rønningsen model (RRR model) and Heat analogy.

The RRR model is one of the few multi-phase flow deposition
models on the market. The model still maintains shearing as a
significant contributor to the amount of wax deposited. It calculates
accumulated wax using both molecular diffusion and shearing
mechanisms as simplified in Eq. (29).

_d¼ ddiff þ dshear
2prsLð1� 4waxÞ

(29)

where d is the total rate of deposit accumulation. ddiff , dshear are
accumulation rates due to molecular diffusion and shearing
mechanism, respectively. L is the length of the pipe/well, rs is the
starting internal pipe diameter, whereas ∅wax is the wax porosity
within the range 0.6 � ∅wax � 0.9 (Edmonds et al., 2008).

While details and data published on the heat analogy model are
scant, in a few articles, it was reported that the model considers the
relationship between heat transfer andmass transfer to account for
the amount of wax deposited in the pipe. These quantities are
indirectly determined and correlated using the Nusselt and Sher-
wood numbers (Kumar and Mahulikar, 2017; Leporini et al., 2019;
Mehrotra et al., 2020; Reay et al., 2013).

Leporini et al. (2019) performed a detailed evaluation of these
models in a three-phase flow system. Their study compares field
results to simulation results using commercial software like Leda-
Flow, Schlumberger's OLGA, and KBC's FloWax, among others. Most
recently, Shahdi and Panacharoensawad (2019) developed an open-
source wax prediction software (SP-Wax) for predicting wax for-
mation in crude oil. The software utilizes a solid-liquid equilibria
approach based on the Coutinho et al. thermodynamic model to
estimate WAT, deposit aging, and solid-phase composition.
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4. Wax deposition experimentation

Depending on the experimental conditions, Wax deposition
experimentation methods are categorized into dynamic and static.
In Table 1, a summary of these methods is provided.

5. Wax prevention techniques

As the saying goes, “prevention is better than cure”; it is of great
significance to prevent wax deposition than its removal. This is not
only from an economic point of view but also for health, safety, and
environmental considerations.

One of the recent innovations in remediating wax precipitation
is the use of nanocomposite pourpoint depressants (NPPDs) (Wang
et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2019). These depressants are reported to alter
the crystallization morphology of wax crystals that causes a
reduction in yield stress of wax deposits in pipes (Huang et al.,
2019). Peng et al. (2021), Yu et al. (2019), and Huang et al. (2020)
extensively reported that the efficacy of pourpoint depressants is
significantly amplified whenmagnetic fields of optimum frequency
and intensity are applied to deposit locations.

Sharma et al. (2022) conducted a research study in which gra-
phene oxide nanocomposites and ionic liquids are postulated to
depress the wax pourpoint. The study presents the use of Octyl 3-
methylimidazolium chloride ionic liquid, which, per the study re-
sults, caused a 46% reduction in the pourpoint. On the other hand,
the graphene nanocomposites caused a ~76% reduction when
applied to the Indian waxy oil.

Nonetheless, engineers and researchers have suggested several
methods to prevent wax deposition over the years. These tech-
niques are categorized into mechanical, chemical, and biological. In
Tables 2 and 3, mechanical and chemical methods are summarized.

5.1. Biological methods

This technique involves using bacteria and their metabolites to
adsorb onto the pipe walls or on the sucker rods. The adsorption of
microbial bacteria can form a protective film on the tube wall,
which prevents the wax crystal from adsorbing on the tube wall. At
the same time, the process of microbial metabolism can degrade
the long-chain alkanes in the crude oil, thus reducing the viscosity
and improving oil flow. Likewise, the metabolic processes may
produce some surface-active substance that can be adsorbed on the
pipe wall. These substances can create a reverse wetting effect that
minimizes wall depositions.

6. Wax removal techniques

Timely and well-planned removal of wax deposits is necessary
tomaintain normal operations. Wax accumulations in the wells can
cause a multitude of issues like breakage of rods due to overloading
and sticking of maintenance tools inside the well, among others. In
Table 4, the most recent reported wax removal techniques are
summarized.

7. Prospective future research

The influence of flow regimes on wax deposition remains a
prospective research area. Field studies show that deposition rate
varies for different flow regimes (laminar, turbulent, etc.). Severe
cases occur mainly for turbulent flows; hence, comprehensive
studies of this phenomenon are needed to provide general trends
and predictive models. Moreover, available models for wax depo-
sition need updating to improve prediction. The main reason is that
the current models focus on single and binary phase flows. Future



Table 1
Wax deposition experimental methods.

Name Test conditions Operation Remarks Reference

Cold finger or Cold
Plate (Static and
Dynamic)

� Laminar and
Turbulent

� Batch volumes
are supported.

� Cold plates can
be curved or flat
(~3 mm thick).

� Cold fingers are
up to 40 mm in
diameter.

� Magnetic
stirring is
supported

� A temperature-controlled rod or plate is immersed
into the oil sample whose temperature keeps falling.
The finger/Plate represents pipe wall conditions and
can be held at environmental temperature.

� The rod is removed and weighed to determine the wax
deposit upon completion.

� Under dynamic conditions, a rotary agitator is added to
the device to evaluate the shearing effect.

� The method is cheap, requires less sample, is
fast and convenient.

� The dynamic device is more favorable since it
mimics reality.

� But it should be noted that the setup is far from
a real pipeline setting

(Mahir et al., 2018;
Morozov et al.,
2016; Zougari,
2010)

Organic Solids
deposition and
Control System
(OSDC) (Dynamic)

� Allows all flow
regimes

� Controlled
shearing

� Volume about
150 cm3

� Temperature
range from �20
to 200 �C

� Pressure up to
105 MPa

� The device has a Coquette-Taylor flow similar to a cold
finger but with improvements to simulate single and
binary phase flows at high-pressure conditions.

� It offers better hydrodynamics and the ability to
include roughness effects.

� Allows phase flow simulation and high
accuracy under high pressure and shearing
conditions.

� Cleaning can be such a tedious task.

Zougari et al.
(2006)

Rotary device
(Dynamic)

� Shearing ranges
between 12 and
5000s�1

� Flow-through
and batch
volumes are
supported

� In case of flow-
through; pipe
dimeter is about
6 mm.

� Heat transfer (19
e5800 W/m2)

� Consists of both sample and wax cylinder.
� The sample holder is rotated to mimic real flow, while

the wax cylinder is positioned in the sample holder is
adjusted to simulate shearing using a torque sensor

� While still not satisfactory to real situation
standards and need for high sample volumes,
the setup affords good insulation and
temperature control

� Sloughing is likely if wall stress exceeds
deposit strength

(C. Li et al., 2014;
Matlach and
Newberry, 1983)

Flow loop (Dynamic) � Volume depends
mostly on loop
pipe diameter.

� Loop diameter
ranges (6
e40 mm ID),
lengths up to
40 m

� Shearing ranges
between 330
and 1330 s�1

� Laminar-
turbulent flows
depend on
experiment
design

� It consists of both cold and hot utilities.
� The loop is an actual pipe of reasonable dimensions. Its

wall temperature is set to the test environment, and
deposit thickness is evaluated using differential
pressure.

� Recent advancements have included laser technology
to evaluate the deposit thickness

� Widely preferred in wax deposition
experimentation.

� The setup is capable of simulating real flow
conditions.

� However, the method is cumbersome, costly,
and sophisticated.

(Ehsani et al.,
2019; Hoffmann
et al., 2012; S. Li
et al., 2014)
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works would improve these models by incorporating three-phase
flow data. Three-phase and multi-flow phases are more common
than binary and single-phase flow in field production. Besides,
except for molecular diffusion, others mechanisms for wax depo-
sition are still debatable, and experimental verification is yet to be
realized.

Computational fluid dynamics andmolecular simulation studies
are other areas that require further research. These would provide
more understanding of molecular dynamics and microfluidics
concerning wax deposition.

Currently, climate change is a major global concern, and finding
green sustainable solutions is paramount. This predicament opens
new doors to research and design for environmentally friendly wax
mitigation techniques.

Lastly, wax analytical methods also need to be upgraded,
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especially for early detection of wax formation. Presently, there is
no published research on artificial intelligence techniques in the
early detection and mitigation of wax and other colloidal deposi-
tion problems. This field could be a great research opportunity,
especially in High pressure/High-temperature wells.
8. Conclusion

This review discusses the chemical composition, thermody-
namic and kinetic modeling, and inhibition and removal techniques
for crude oil wax. Further research is needed for multi-phase flows
such as gas-oil-water and gas-oil-water-hydrates, among others.
Concisely, this article provides interested researchers with a
concise catch-up on research progress in this field and provides a
reference for future works.



Table 2
Summary of mechanical wax prevention techniques.

Method Description Remarks Reference

Cold seeding � Involves injecting “cold seeds” into the bulk oil to initiate wax
deposition in oil. The seeds may be oil wax and polyethylene
pellets.

� The seeds essentially act as nucleation sites that maintain
deposition within the bulk of the oil other than the pipe wall.
Likewise, the pellets can act as crystal modifiers that prevent the
wax crystals from aggregating.

� If oil wax is used, a certain quantity of oil is separated from the
main line and chilled at low temperatures to deposit wax.
Together with wax is re-injected into the main line as cold seeds.

1. Reported to have been used in
Canada and in the United
States.

2. Applicable on surface
pipelines.

3. Less information is available
for injection profiles and
optimization of this technique.

(Al-Yaari, 2011; Nenniger, 1991, 2001)

High
Pressure-
Shear Heat
Exchangers

� Heat exchangers (heat sinks) are used to deposit wax crystals that
are quickly sheared using high-pressure pumps hence deceler-
ating deposition.

� Pressure surges together with pigs can be used. The surges create
a sonic effect that dislodges deposits in the pipe.

1. This mechanism would
suggest a turbulent flow thus
can exacerbate deposition.

2. Can be used both in walls, sea
and land surface lines.

(Al-Yaari, 2011; Fung et al., 2003)

Flash cooling � Gas is injected into the oil via a valve to cause a throttle
expansion, creating a Joule-Thomson effect.

� This lowers the temperature in themid-stream flow reversing the
temperature gradient. Instead of deposition, a slurry flow is
formed.

1. Proper insulation is needed
which increases costs.

2. Effectiveness remains to be
evaluated.

(Elliott and Lira, 1999; Knowles, 1987; Reif, 2009)

Fluid (oil/
solvent)
injection

� Similar to flash cooling, cold oil or solvent is injected in this case. 1. Applicable in wells, sea, and
surface environments.

2. Unsustainable for very long
lines.

(Al-Yaari, 2011; Hutton and Kruka, 2001;
Nenniger, 2001)

Thermal
Heating
and
Insulation

� Electric heaters (bottom-hole heaters, cables) heat the pipes
above Wax appearance temperature.

� Low thermal conductive materials like polyurethane provide
insulation, thus minimizing heat loss and energy consumption.

1. Highly effective and widely
used.

2. Burning out of cables may
occur.

3. Applicable in all
environments. Cheap in wells
but costly for long lines

(Bosch et al., 1992; Danilovi�c et al., 2010; Kovrigin
and Kukharchuk, 2016)

Sonic,
Magnetic,
and Electric
field

� Sonication slows deposition and dislodges deposits.
� Strong electric/magnetic fields across the pipe induce polarization

of tiny wax crystals averting heavy crystal formation.

1. Applicable in reservoirs, wells,
and pipelines.

2. May disrupt life in aquatic
habitants

(Hamida and Babadagli, 2007; Hou et al., 2015;
Mullakaev et al., 2015; Roberts et al., 2000; Tao
and Tang, 2014; Tao and Xu, 2006)

Table 3
Summary of chemical wax prevention techniques.

Method Description Remarks Reference

Chemical
Coatings

� Chemicals are cast inside pipe walls to minimize adhesion and to alter
wettability properties like oleophobicity and hydrophobicity.

� Used chemicals are resistant to corrosion and abrasion.
� Glass-reinforced epoxy resins and plastic coating are widely reported.
� Likewise, metallic coatings like carbon hybrid diamonds and polymers

like oxazolane-based polymers and fluoro-siloxanes can be cast inside
pipes.

1. The technique minimizes
deposition and promotes slurry
flow.

2. Some coatings may act as
insulators.

3. Applicable in all environments.
4. Coated pipes are pretty costly.

(Dvornic et al., 2004; Li et al., 2003; Paso
et al., 2009; Z. Wang et al., 2013)

Wax
inhibitors/
Crystal
modifiers

� Inhibitors can be comb polymers, ethylene copolymers, and polymers
with long alkyl groups. The polymers adsorb onto the walls better
than wax molecules and affect the fluidity of the oil.

� Crystal modifiers bond with waxmolecules and avert their aggregation.
Mostly used are polymeric forms of ethylene, acrylates, fatty esters,
vinyl pyridines, and copolymers of ethylene with vinyl acetate.

� Mixtures of ethylene-vinyl acetate and a-olefinic maleic anhydrides are
also common.

1. Efficacy depends on the
frequency of side chains and
similarity in chain lengths.

2. Polymers soluble at <150C are
effective in oils with 20%wt wax.

3. Tailor-made chemicals are
frequently needed which are
time-consuming and costly.

(Binks et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2010;
Hennessy et al., 2004; Pedersen and
Rønningsen, 2003)

Ethylene
polymers
and
copolymers

� Mainly include ethylene polymer or small alkene copolymers; ethylene
polymer and acrylonitrile copolymer; and ethylene polymer with vinyl
acetate. Ethylene with vinyl acetate (EVA) is the most known and used
among ethylene copolymers.

� Act as nucleation sites and lower the crystallinity of the wax molecules
while promoting solubility.

1. Functionality depends on the
amount of vinyl acetate (VA).

2. Hydrolyzed EVA of 20-30% VA
composition is most effective for
wax inhibition.

3. Polymers are safe to use and
environmentally friendly

(Machado and Lucas, 2002; Machado
et al., 2001; Marie et al., 2005)

Comb
polymers

� Have a “comb” like design and a polyvinyl backbone anchoring
numerous long chain side groups.

� This structureminimizes wax aggregation through steric hindrance and
bonding with wax molecules.

� Monomers are mainly maleic anhydride and (meth) acrylate ester
polymers or a mixture of both.

� Other varieties used as flow improvers include: Stearyl acrylate and ally
polyglycol copolymers blended with poly-isobutylene and alkyl-phenol
formaldehyde resins.

1. Better pour point depression than
ethylene polymers.

2. For high WAT, they need
blending with other chemicals,
which increases costs.

3. Safe to use and environmentally
friendly.

(Bello et al., 2006; Brunelli and Fouquay,
2001; Duffy and Rodger, 2002; Kelland,
2014; Wei, 2015)
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Table 4
Summary of wax removal techniques used in the oil industry.

Method Description Remarks Reference

Mechanical
removal

� Oldest and most widely used methods to remove wax
depositions inside wells.

� Involves cutting the tubing or scrapping the deposit
from the tubing with “pigs.”

� The scrappers or cutters aremounted on sucker rods or
deployed using a wireline. These tools adjust to the
width of the tube to maintain contact.

� Different pigs have been invented over the years, like
bypass pigs

1. For hard deposits, chemicals are good
supplements.

2. Quite inexpensive.
3. Can increase pipe roughness that accelerates

deposition.
4. Scrapping and cutting can deposit solids in

the well that require fishing.

(Al-Yaari, 2011; Fung et al., 2006)

Thermal � Supply heat energy that melts wax deposits; reduces
viscosity; and improves flowability. Heat sources are
heat carriers, electrical heaters, and thermochemical
methods.

� The heat carriers are hot oil, hot water circulation
systems, steam injection, and heaters in the form of
spiral cables on the exterior of the pipes or installed at
the bottom of wells.

� Recent advancements include thermochemical
techniques. Inductive heating through exothermic
chemical reactions heats the blocked sections of the
pipe. Reactions include light metals (Magnesium,
Aluminum, etc.) with HCl, NaNO2, or NaNO3 reacting
with NH4Cl and other active metals.

1. Suitable in all environments
2. Hot water circulation is preferred to hot

oiling. Water is cheap, has fewer
contaminants, has high specific heat
capacity, and is readily available.

3. Hot oiling can lead to the devaluation of oil.
4. Control over exothermic reactions downhole

is complex and corrosive reactions are
possible.

5. It can be costly for long flows and in sea
environments.

(Al-Yaari, 2011; Nguyen et al., 2001; Sarmento
et al., 2004; Thota and Onyeanuna, 2016; Tiwari
et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2007; Zyrin and Vasiliev,
2016)

Chemical � Mainly include dispersants, solvents, and emulsifiers.
� Wax dispersants/detergents keep crystals spread in oil,

averting interaction and aggregation. Can also alter
surface properties like wettability. An example is 2-
amino-ethyl-2-alkyl-imidazoline.

� Solvents are mainly water-based, organic, and emul-
sifiers. Organ solvents like xylene and light crude dis-
tillates are used, among others

� Emulsifiers combine both effects of organic and water-
based solvents to dislodge wax deposits.

� Emulsification leads to high shearing and low
interfacial tension, lowering the deposition rate.

1. Can lower pour point by 300C.
2. Some field applications require mixing

surfactants with dispersants for maximum
efficiency.

3. Blends of dispersants and polymeric
inhibitors are more effective.

4. Solvent efficiency depends on chemistry and
temperature. Some are fire risks like CS2.

5. Chemical removal is costly.

(Ahn et al., 2005; Groffe et al., 2001; Kelland,
2014; Manka et al., 1999; San-Miguel and
Rodger, 2000; Wang et al., 2003)

Biological � Involves the use of bacteria to degrade wax deposits in
flow lines.

� Bacteria of genera Pseudomonas and Bacillus show
great potential. They digest long-chain hydrocarbons
that form wax.

� Some bacteria function like bio-surfactants that can
reverse wettability on pipe surfaces. This reduces
adhesion, promotes emulsion, reduces depositions

� It is possible to increase production while at the same
time remediating wax issues.

1. Reduction in Carbon footprint hence
environmentally friendly.

2. Special conditions are required for the
continuous growth of the bacteria.

3. Still no evidence that oil equality is
unaffected.

(He et al., 2003; Rana et al., 2010; Santamaria and
George, 1991; Xiao et al., 2012)
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